Using relative differences (i.e. percentages) rather than absolute differences is important because the significance of an absolute difference depends on the sizes of the quantities involved. The percentage in question is always a percentage of something.
% Error = ( |Error| Accepted ) (100%) = ( |Measured − Accepted| Accepted ) (100%)
 Percent Difference -In this case you have two values that are on equal footing. Then there is no good way of choosing which belongs in the denominator. As a compromise, place the average in the denominator.
 Percent Change -In this case, some value is changing, and there is a new value and an old value. Here, it may be interesting to note whether the value increased or decreased, so an absolute value isn't usually taken. Assuming positive quantities, a positive change is an increase and a negative change is a decrease.
http://webassign.net/question_assets/ncsucalcphysmechl3/percent_error/manual.html A measurement uncertainty is a possible error in a measurement. It's expected that the actual error in the measurement is less than the uncertainty. Uncertainty can be expressed as an absolute quantity (in the same units as the measurement) or as a relative quantity (i.e. a percentage). Uncertainty is always positive, even though we don't know which direction the error is in.
There are a few examples below.
Propagation of Uncertainty
How do uncertainties combine to produce results with uncertainty? Generally, when adding or subtracting, add the uncertainties. When multiplying or dividing, add the relative uncertainties.
Quick Examples of Uncertainty
Quantities can be expressed with absolute or relative uncertainty.  x = 50 ± 1 m = 50 m ± 2%  y = 20 ± 1 m = 20 s ± 5%  t = 25 ± .5 s = 25 s ± 2% When adding or subtracting, add the uncertainties. 
